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Question No : 1  

What is NOT an Information Integration Platform?  

 

A. Hive_Tables  

 

B. Self-Service Information Provisioning  

 

C. Hadoop  

 

D. Business Intelligence Systems  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 2  

What is NOT a characteristic of systems with data partitioning?  

 

A. Exploits high-cost grid hardware for big data  

 

B. Executes one job in parallel across nodes  

 

C. Distributes data partitions across nodes  

 

D. Enables pipelining and repartitioning between stages and between nodes without landing to disk.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 3  

As you interview one of your Big Data prospects they indicate they have billions of records and are 

especially concerned with consistent customer information coming from various sources both internal and 

external. What solution would you position to provide trusted customer information platform?  

 

A. Information Server  

 

B. MDM Enterprise Edition &Biglnsights  

 

C. Big Match  

 

D. Pure Data for Analytics  
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Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 4  

What is true about Hadoop?  

 

A. Hadoop is not a good choice when real-time, low latency processing is required.  

 

B. Hadoop is written in Java, which is slower than frameworks in C or C++  

 

C. Hadoop is an Integration Platform  

 

D. A and B  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 5  

What is the definition of design isolation?  

 

A. Big Data flows are only developed by remote teams.  

 

B. Developers are not required to sync the Data Warehouse with the Mobile computing interface.  

 

C. Developer can design a data processing job once, and use it in any hardware configuration without 

needing to redesign and retune the job.  

 

D. All of the above  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 6  

For which one of the following use cases is InfoSphere Data Replication NOT a good fit?  

 

A. Feeding real-time data to a warehouse for up to the minute reporting  

 

B. High speed, bulk data transformation and delivery on a nightly schedule  

 

C. Reducing the risk of fines by keeping critical data continuously available  

 

D. Feeding real-time data to Biglnsights  
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Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 7  

What does Gartner state that is significantly missing from Hadoop?  

 

A. Data Integration  

 

B. Address large data sets and volumes  

 

C. Open Source Compatibility  

 

D. Reliance on high-end hardware  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 8  

Information Server is a strong fit with PureData it can separate IBM from its competition. What makes IS 

and PureData such a winning combination?  

 

A. Scalability, Performance and Total Governance  

 

B. E-LT to Leverage SQL Compute Power and Micro-batch Replication  

 

C. Simple 2-Click Data Self-Service  

 

D. All of the above  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9  

While interviewing your prospect report developers and business analysts they indicate they need the 

right tooling to get information into the analytics environment of their choice. They want a web client to 

choose the information that they need and the target location where it should go without the control of IT. 

What IIS solution do you position?  

 

A. Data Warehouse Manager  

 

B. Data Explorer  

 

C. Data Click  
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